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 nUse your mouse to highlight a player by clicking on the player on the pitch and select "Roster:Team: Player:", nThis adds the
player to your selected team.nUse the mouse to highlight a player and click on the "Roster:Setup:" tab, nThis will add the player
to the player setup list.nYou can then select the position the player will play by using the "Roster:Setup:" tab.nSelect the position

you want the player to play from the drop-down list and press the "Setup" button.nThe player setup list includes all positions
available to your team.nYou can modify the player setup by pressing the "Setup" button.nPress the "Setup" button and select
"Tackle/Bowling" to edit the players bowling optionnYou can then select a players bowling option (no ball, slow-medium or
fast) from the drop-down listnPress the "Setup" button and select "Catcher" to edit the players catching optionnYou can then
select a players catching option (no-block or block) from the drop-down listnPress the "Setup" button and select "Batting" to

edit the players batting optionnYou can then select a players batting option (no-block or block) from the drop-down listnPress
the "Setup" button and select "Infield/Outfield" to edit the players fielding optionsnYou can then select a players fielding option

(no-block or block) from the drop-down listnPress the "Setup" button and select "Wicketkeeper" to edit the players
wicketkeeper optionnYou can then select a players wicketkeeper option (no-block or block) from the drop-down listnUse your

mouse to highlight a player and select "Roster:Team: Player:", nThis adds the player to your selected team.nYou can select
players of the same position.nSelect "Roster:Team: Player:", nSelect the player you want to include and press "Setup"nSelect
"Infield/Outfield" and add the players to the teams infield and outfield.nSelect "Setup" to finish editing the player.nYou can
then select "Tackle/Bowling" to edit the players bowling optionnYou can then select a players bowling option (no ball, slow-

medium or fast) from the drop-down listnPress the "Setup" button and select "Catcher" 82157476af
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